Name _______________________

Good Eats

Images can make words seem much clearer. A chart is one way that readers can make
inferences that are easier then text. Look at the text below and then the chart below it,
then answer the questions.

One hundred children were asked what their favorite foods were. Sixteen answered that
pizza was their favorite while eighteen said that there favorite food was hot dogs.
Surprisingly, six children answered that broccoli was their favorite while not so
surprisingly; thirty-six said ice cream was their favorite. Hamburgers and peanut butter
sandwiches each had twelve votes. Which food would you have voted for?

Favorite Foods

Pizza
Hot Dogs
Broccoli
Ice Cream
Hamburgers
Peanut Butter Sandwiches

Which food was voted for the most times?

Which food was voted for the least amount of times?

Which foods were voted for equally?

Is looking at the image of the chart easier then reading the text to find the answers?
Why or why not?
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Good Eats

Images can make words seem much clearer. A chart is one way that readers can make
inferences that are easier then text. Look at the text below and then the chart below it,
then answer the questions.

One hundred children were asked what their favorite foods were. Sixteen answered that
pizza was their favorite while eighteen said that there favorite food was hot dogs.
Surprisingly, six children answered that broccoli was their favorite while not so
surprisingly; thirty-six said ice cream was their favorite. Hamburgers and peanut butter
sandwiches each had twelve votes. Which food would you have voted for?

Favorite Foods

Pizza
Hot Dogs
Broccoli
Ice Cream
Hamburgers
Peanut Butter Sandwiches

Which food was voted for the most times? Ice Cream
Which food was voted for the least amount of times? Broccoli
Which foods were voted for equally?
Hamburgers and Peanut Butter Sandwiches
Is looking at the image of the chart easier then reading the text to find the answers?
Why or why not? (ANSWERS WILL VARY, but students should recognize that the chart is
a much easier then the text to find the answers) The chart is easier then reading the text
because the information is presented in a quick and easy manner. The text has many
numbers, making it hard to remember which food was what number.
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